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1. Take-home exercises mastermath class “Algebraic Geometry in
Cryptology”

Deadline: March 6, 2009, 18:00 Utrecht time

To submit your homework attach a pdf or jpeg to an email and send it to
tanja@hyperelliptic.org. You are encouraged to use latex for your presentation but
a scan of a handwritten solution is also acceptable. Word documents will NOT be ac-
cepted. You may use a computer algebra system such as sage in your calculations and
some exercises rely on computer help.

1. Consider the following public-key cryptosystem:
Key set up: Alice chooses two integers a and b, puts M = ab− 1, chooses two more
integers a′ and b′, and sets e = a′M + a, d = b′M + b, and n = (ed− 1)/M .
The public key is (n, e), the private key is d.

Encryption and Decryption: To send Alice a plaintext m, Bob computes c =
em mod n.
Alice deciphers the ciphertext by multiplying c by d modulo n.

(a) Show that n is an integer.

(b) Why does this recover the plaintext? I.e. explain why m = dc mod n holds.

(c) Set up your own public key in this system; document the intermediate steps.

(d) Alice’s public key is (8495535633017684, 26176918391); send her a message of
your choice.

(e) Alice received the ciphertext 7957782655548030. Find out which message she
received, i.e., break the system.

2. Consider the curve C1 : y2 = x3 over IFp with p = 1071508607186267320948425049060
0018105614048117055336074437503883703510511249361224931983788156958581275
9467291755314682518714528569231404359845775746985748039345677748242309854
2107460506237114187795418215304647498358194126739876755916554394607706291
4571196477686542167660429831652624386837205668069673. On the set of points of
C1(IFp) \ {(0, 0)} one can define the same addition law as on an elliptic curve in
Weierstrass form, i.e. use (x, y)+(x,−y) = P∞, and otherwise for P1 = (x1, y1), P2 =
(x2, y2)

P1+P2 = (λ2−x1−x2, λ(x1−(λ2−x1−x2))−y1), where λ =

{
y1−y2

x1−x2
P1 6= ±P2

3x2
1

2y1
P1 = P2 6= −P2



(a) Study C1 for singularities.

(b) Let P = (825530220093873361455246682347796845732578256121893505614272
605911002738858070629578245356585666404452895196866991308920453627556
032322104530153443648576614961576023682468269025710031667032227519656
809508860981509751582252234447902111487427063061050075703331868233253
8694141098282779328155579116892630, 7860451953253008016334319086973083
671521985101867784180016587109402633627711212053182594093190183411074
103537064829327834079804038525491451700540424683612685440079252783622
824399433548599140173127051099135461057611363536109031294511484067798
548644218636887891791329270723692896110985700871789305536949) be the
basis point.
Solve the discrete logarithm problem for Q = (53276092970282927792815133095
220612790724142642074227418629311414759731217194740429033065633960936
222267008538606442811228881753887722994573849537355383004772332652232
248282547920042338951155403152411235966982902281862819083627978328828
69784043219513269107469016697438520682668518343339087861597928735, 676
757478799837404531253125448588926734663580421088057332419839910312081
858286910069266872334885377562614145083424085651630446888259315380633
754070865524952740455948532258584623243304995001145066168386630836953
204498537586143840816708841682610647886066714595424820448534041860629
4002881501861726441301), i.e., find a natural number k so that Q = kP holds.

3. Consider the curve C2 : y2 = x(x− 1)2 over IFp with p odd.

(a) Study C2 for singularities.

(b) As in the previous exercise one can define a group law on C2(IFp) \ {(0, 1)};
this time using λ = (3x2

1 − 4x1 + 1)/(2y1) in case P1 = P2. How can you solve
the discrete-logarithm problem on this curve? Show differences and similarities
with the previous exercise.
Attention: Do not list generic attacks here, only attacks that are faster than√

p count. You may use claims made in the lectures.

4. Let k be a field with char(k) 6= 2. The projective curve C ⊂ P3 is defined over k and
has generators of I(C)

F1 = X2 + Y 2 − Z2 − dT 2, F2 = XY − ZT,

where d ∈ k \ {0, 1}. Study C for singularities by using the standard covering of P3

by copies of A3 and dehomogenizing F1 and F2.


